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Composite Applications—A
Beginner’s Guide to What

Products are Available
By  Tr evo r  E dd o l l s

LET’S suppose that your site decided that it was time they
started making use of the applications running on the

mainframe as part of a composite application strategy. The business
people have decided there would be a business benefit in making parts
of those applications and some of that data available over the Web.
What do you do next? This article looks at some of the choices that are
available—and, if nothing else, will show you where to start looking
for more information.

Let’s start with a working definition of what a composite application is.
A composite application is an application built by combining multiple
services. What that means is that the composite application consists of
functionality drawn from several different sources within a Service-
Oriented Architecture (SOA). This functionality is provided by compo-
nents that may be individual Web services, selected functions from within
other applications, or entire systems whose outputs have been packaged as
Web services (usually from a mainframe). And a Web service can be
defined as a modular application that can be invoked through the Internet
and provides information and services to another application, and is acces-
sible using XML (Extensible Mark-up Language) standards such as SOAP
(Simple Object Access Protocol), WSDL (Web Services Description
Language), and UDDI (Universal Description Discovery and Integration).

So what we’re looking at is a way to reuse functionality from exist-
ing applications by: 

� Breaking them down into their components.
� Separating out the business logic
� Joining selected elements together for presentation to the user.

This appears to the user as a single (ie ‘composite’) application. 
Now we understand what we basically have to do, and we know

some of the standards that we could use, the next step is to see what
products are available to achieve this—and this is where you step into
the minefield. The one rule-of-thumb for any composite application
development project is: “I wouldn’t start from here”!

Having said that, there are very simply, two approaches—the big end
approach (i.e. working outwards from the mainframe) and the little end
approach (i.e. starting from a PC and incorporating Unix servers and
mainframes, and any other boxes you have).

The companies that have products allowing the development of com-
posite applications include IBM, NEON, Jacada, NetManage, Attachmate
and WRQ (now one company), Seagull, IONA, and Attunity. There are
some other smaller companies as well. IBM has its HATS (Host Access
Transformation Server) currently at Version 6, which is intimately linked
with its WebSphere product line. NEON has Shadow RTE, mainframe-
resident modules, and that is currently at Version 6.1.1. Jacada has
Interface Server Version 8. NetManage has OnWeb 7.2. Attachmate has
Synapta and Extra!. WRQ has Verastream Integration Server 5.5. I’m not
certain which products will go and which will stay with the newly-merged
companies. Seagull has Legasuite—which, although now at Version 2.0,
is still more of an architecture encompassing its other products such as
Transidiom, WinJa, and JWalk. IONA has Artix, and Orbix. Finally,
Attunity’s products in this area are Connect, Stream, and Federate.

HATS OFF TO IBM WWW.IBM.COM/SOFTWARE/WEBSERVERS/HATS

IBM’s HATS (Host Access Transformation Server) was introduced
in September 2002, as a straightforward 3270/5250-to-HTML host
publishing scheme with extensive autoGUI capabilities. At the time,
IBM was selling WebSphere Host Publisher, which had a reputation for
being difficult to use, so they introduced HATS as an easier to use host
publishing product. WebSphere Host Publisher was also able to do host
integration. Because Host Publisher was at V4, HATS started at V4—
to show how linked the two products were. By November 2003, IBM
was forced to choose between the two products, and HATS won—
WebSphere Host Publisher was withdrawn. HATS is made up of two
components. Firstly there is HATS Studio (which is a Java-based,
Eclipse-compliant, plug-in to WebSphere Studio) that runs in conjunc-
tion with WebSphere Studio edition on Windows. Secondly there’s
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HATS Runtime, which is a Java-based run-time component running on
top of WebSphere Application Server. It can be deployed on main-
frames, z/Linux, iSeries, AIX, Solaris, Linux for Pentium, and
Windows 2000/2003 platforms. 

HATS uses WebSphere Studio Site Developer or Application
Developer to generate Java Beans, EJBs, or XML Web services from
host transactions isolated and captured using the HATS Studio compo-
nent. That’s the part you’d use to develop your composite application.

Not surprisingly from an IBM product, there is no .NET support
whatsoever in HATS V6. What might be of interest is the price. For
sites that are already travelling along the WebSphere route, the price of
HATS can be variable. IBM doesn’t seem to aggressively try to sell it,
and doesn’t seem to mind how little they charge for it.

HATS is an IBM Host Integration Solution (HIS) product. HIS V4.1
was announced in December 2003 and is currently at Version 5
(October 2004). It consists of six components: 

� HATS V6
� Host On-Demand V9, a Java applet that can run on most popular

client platforms.
� Personal Communications (PComm) V5.8 for Windows.
� WebSphere Studio Site Developer for Windows NT, 2000, and XP.
� Communications Server for Windows 2000/2003 servers, AIX,

and Linux.
� WebSphere Application Server (WAS) V6 for any platform other

than OS/390 and z/OS. 

EMERGING FROM THE SHADOWS WWW.NEONSYS.COM

NEON’s flagship product is Shadow RTE. They will, if there’s no
other choice sell Clientbuilder, a product they acquired from their
ClientSoft takeover. It allows development from a PC, but it is an old
technology and not really of interest. The other product they acquired
from ClientSoft is ServiceBuilder. ClientSoft itself had acquired this
from a French company called TanitObjects. ServiceBuilder is now
incorporated into Shadow RTE Version 6.1.1.

Shadow RTE (Real-Time Enterprise) runs on a mainframe and has a
number of components that can be purchased separately depending on
what the customer wants:

� z/Services for Service-Oriented Architecture allows users to
publish and consume mainframe applications as Web services. 

� z/Events for Event-Driven Architecture (EDA) provides a single
interface for the real-time capture and publishing of business
events occurring within DB2, IMS, and CICS environments. 

� z/Direct allows SQL access to mainframe resources, i.e. data and
applications, from any ODBC, JDBC, or J2CA (JCA) application
environment without any intermediate hardware gateways. (It can
also be wrapped to provide mainframe data as Web services.) 

� z/Components exposes mainframe applications as J2EE, .NET,
and COBOL components. 

� z/Presentation exposes mainframe applications with new GUI
interfaces for legacy screen enablement. 

Users can select which modules they need and install only those ones.
In addition, there is a mixed bag of options that they call advanced fea-
tures, which includes monitoring software. Shadow Studio is an Eclipse
and .NET-based integrated development environment that supports the

Shadow product family. That’s what you would use to develop your
new-look applications. 

The model that NEON proposes is that users run Shadow RTE as an
additional address space. This then takes messages from external appli-
cations and passes them straight into CICS applications. It bypasses
CWS (CICS Web Service). Although CWS is free from IBM, the price
you pay is that it uses a lot of CPU cycles, which could be used else-
where. It makes mainframe applications (CICS, IMS/TM, Natural, and
IDMS/DC programs and presentation layer) appear as database stored
procedures. Shadow RTE also supports access to DB2, IMS/DB,
VSAM, and Adabas via ODBC, JDBC, and J2CA using SQL.

The NEON solution uses Shadow Studio to develop and test the devel-
opment of the composite application. It can use COMMAREAs or the
presentation layer if this is better understood by business users when
developing the application. A different COMMAREA can be used for
input and output. It provides two-phase commit and makes use of .NET
Visual Studio as its only IDE (Integrated Development Environment). It
doesn’t have a Biztalk adapter, but doesn’t really need one. It produces
WSDL that can be used from any platform. It uses RACF to control
access to mainframe resources, and does this very economically. Gartner
allocates a top spot for NEON in its programmatic integration diagram.

JACADA JIVE WWW.JACADA.COM

Jacada’s first Web-to-host product was Jacada for Java, a three-tier
Java applet solution with a good autoGUI that used Jacada’s rule-based
KnowledgeBase technology. The product is now a component of
Jacada’s Interface Server. 

Jacada for HTML was launched in 1999. This Java-based host pub-
lishing system again featured the KnowledgeBase-powered autoGUI.
Jacada’s next products were Jacada Innovator, Jacada for Visual Basic,
and Jacada Connects (later called Jacada Integrator, now Jacada
HostFuse). These worked quite differently, they were programmatic,
i.e. they provided an exposed Jacada-specific API that had to be
invoked with user-developed software to produce the required output.
They did not make use of the autoGUI.

Since February 2003, CA has endorsed Jacada as its preferred ven-
dor for legacy integration. 

Jacada’s flagship Interface Server (now at 8.0) is a bundle of all
Jacada’s older host access products, such as Jacada for Java, Jacada for
HTML, Jacada for VB, Jacada for Windows, Jacada Automated
Conversion Environment (ACE), etc. Interface Server is therefore both
an emulation product (like RUMBA) as well as an XHTML/XML gen-
erating product. In addition to generating XML schemas, Interface
Server can also create Java and .NET objects. 

The current Jacada product diagram shows Jacada Interface Server
encompassing Jacada Terminal Emulator (which it acquired from
Anota) and Jacada Fusion—which comprises Jacada HostFuse, Jacada
Winuse, and Jacada Webfuse.

Jacada should be easy to use to create composite applications
because it has an autoGUI, but most of its products rely on harder-to-
use programmatic solutions.

NETMANAGE WWW.NETMANAGE.COM

NetManage has the Host Services Platform (HSP), which com-
prises Rumba connection software (thick, thin, zero emulation and
host integration) plus OnWeb, which offers presentation services
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through HTML-to-host and integration services through object-to-
host. OnWeb can integrate both host and non-host applications into
new composite applications.

HSP allows access, presentation, and integration of host services with
a common underlying framework based on a common set of shared serv-
ices. These services are: administration and configuration, user manage-
ment, emulation, development, monitoring and reporting, and security.
Every service has a Web service interface, and if one component requires
the services of another, it calls it through the Web services interface.

HSP supports.NET and J2EE. It integrates Rumba and OnWeb, and
can be installed on Windows, Solaris, AIX, and Linux on Intel, (and
Linux running z/OS).

Composite applications are created using the OnWeb Object
Builder (previously called the Transaction Integrator for Development
Environments), which enables developers to use a tool (either inte-
grated into third-party IDEs or stand-alone, to develop components to
integrate into new applications. Third-party IDEs include Visual
Studio .NET, JBuilder, etc. It extends these third-party development
environments to access host information. Object Builder can automat-
ically generate the code required to run scripts necessary to interact
with target host systems.

When using OnWeb Designer as a development tool, rules (scripts)
created are made accessible to external applications via a set of generic
interfaces (depending on platform) or connectors. The connectors
allow users to migrate their existing systems to a Services-Oriented
architecture (SOA) and create composite applications that incorporate
data and business logic from packaged applications and middleware
and databases. OnWeb now incorporates the adapter technology from
Librados. There are connectors for: 

� Packaged applications (SAP R/3, PeopleSoft, JD Edwards,
Siebel, and Oracle Applications).

� Middleware and TPM (CICS Transaction Gateway, WebSphere
MQ IMS Connect).

� Databases (CA-IDMS, DB2, Sybase, Informix, Oracle).

ATTACHMATE AND WRQ
WWW.ATTACHMATE.COM AND WWW.WRQ.COM

Attachmate once dominated the host access market, and EXTRA! is
a very well-known brand. Attachmate’s current product, Synapta, is
basically two separate products – Synapta Presentation Builder (a
renamed EXTRA! Presentation Builder) and Synapta Services Builder
(a renamed EXTRA! Smart Connectors).

Synapta doesn’t appear to support applications such as SAP/R3,
Siebel, and PeopleSoft. Presentation Builder is a Java-specific host
integration scheme that delivers host publishing only after it has cre-
ated a Java application to act as a front-end between the GUI and the
host components.

Synapta Services Builder for CICS 3270 Bridge Version 2 is a main-
frame-resident adapter that runs in the CICS Transaction Server and is
designed to rapidly process CICS applications.

WRQ is well-known in the HP and in the ‘PC X’ Unix/Linux access
markets. It has a multi-host approach, which now includes large IBM sites.

Its flagship product, Verastream, started life as Apptrieve and is built
on technology and expertise acquired from Connextions, J&BCS,
SuperNova Enterprises, and Team Integration. Versastream 5.5 is C++-
based. With its iWay connection, it has a large set of backend connectors. 

Versastream does have an unfortunate reputation for being awkward
to use. However, it is good candidate for EAI (Enterprise Application
Integration) because of the large number of adapters available (though
not a WebSphere MQ one). Verastream uses a SQL database-oriented
development process. All host transactions to be used for host publish-
ing or host integration are placed in a SQL-accessible database (called
the application model). This means that the host transactions become
SQL-compliant and can be integrated with other database applications.

WRQ’s also has Reflexion, which is similar to Rumba or Extra!.

SEAGULL SOARS WWW.SEAGULLSOFTWARE.COM

Seagull’s original product was GUI/400, a graphical development
toolkit (with some autoGUI capability) for creating customized,
Windows-based, GUI front-ends for AS/400 applications. In 1998
Seagull introduced J Walk—a Web-to-host version of GUI/400, which
supported Java in addition to a Windows client. It later released WinJa,
a 3270 (i.e. mainframe) version of J Walk. WinJa/J Walk servers are
Java-based and support HTML output. WinJa/J Walk uses a much sim-
pler, theme-based, ‘point-and-click’ development paradigm.

Transidiom, which like WinJa and J Walk, is also part of Seagull’s
Legasuite, is a component-based application integration offering that
talked about Web services but did not support HTML output.
Transidiom automates the transformation of client/server systems into
reusable components with XML, Java, COM/.NET, and Web services
interfaces. Transidiom requires users to first capture connectivity,
transactions, and navigation, and then create appropriate scripts
(known as WSPs). Transidiom is a powerful product similar in many
ways to HATS and WebSphere Studio.

The third component, LegaSuite Web Services Studio, is a .NET-
specific development product.

Seagull recently acquired SofTouch Systems’ CrossPlex products,
which support mainframe-resident methods for transforming CICS
transactions into Web services. CrossPlex will be incorporated into the
LegaSuite platform. 

Lastly, Seagull has BlueZone, feature-rich, low-cost, ActiveX emu-
lation technology, from its Renex acquisition in 2001. BlueZone pro-
vides terminal emulation—much like Rumba, etc.

IONA COMMUNITY WWW.IONA.COM

IONA’s Orbix 6.2 is used for CORBA development and deployment
requirements. It comes in three versions: 

� Orbix Enterprise, which provides the backbone and the
enterprise qualities of service for high-performance, mission-
critical CORBA-based systems.

� Orbix Standard, which provides support for reliable, high-
performance, CORBA-based application-to-application connections. 

� Orbix Mainframe for CORBA-based integration of mainframes
with other IT investments.

ORBIX Mainframe offers a set of mainframe-native application
development and integration tools and services to integrate mainframe
systems (such as COBOL, PL/I, IMS, and CICS applications) with
applications running on Unix or Windows platforms.

Artix 3.0 is available in three editions: Standard, Advanced, and
Advanced for z/OS. It is an extensible Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).
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ESB is an open standards-based distributed synchronous or asynchro-
nous messaging middleware that provides secure interoperability
between enterprise applications via XML, Web services interfaces, and
standardized rules-based routing of documents. In practice, this means
that data files are passed to and from their destinations based on pre-
established guidelines. Two common distributed computing architec-
tures used by ESBs are J2EE and .NET. 

Artix relies on modular plug-ins. It service-enables existing systems
by extending their endpoints with targeted plug-ins. These plug-ins
support a wide variety of protocols, transports, data models, security
standards, and development platforms. Integrating mainframe systems
requires 10% customization, they claim.

ATTUNITY WWW.ATTUNITY.COM

Attunity’s products for composite applications are Connect, Stream,
and Federate.

Attunity Connect is a suite of pre-built adapters to mainframe and
enterprise data sources. It provides access to legacy data, and allows
users to build .NET and J2EE applications that interoperate with legacy
systems. Attunity Connect resides on the data server.

Attunity Stream captures and delivers the changes made to enterprise
data sources in real-time. Attunity Federate provides Enterprise
Information Integration (EII) across heterogeneous data sources. Attunity
Federate allows users to create single views of business information.

Attunity Studio is a GUI for configuring and managing the entire
Attunity product line, e.g. defining metadata, configuring adapters,
deploying the solution, and managing it in production.

The Attunity products are also available from Attachmate.

WHERE TO START?

The first thing to do is justify a business case for creating composite
applications.

The second thing is to look at the costs of the different options. Do
you need CICS connectors? How much are they to buy and how much
will they cost to run (in terms of CPU usage, etc)? Are you happy to
run servers that talk to the mainframe? Do you want development on a
PC to use a single IDE or not? How important are supports for the (Java
Standards Request) JSR-168 standard for portlet integration or WSRP
(Web Services for Remote Portlets)?

These and a hundred other questions need to be answered before you
can make your choice of methodology and products/architectures to
buy into. I would recommend asking actual users how easy they have
found the product to use and whether it scales well.

The other problem is that the landscape keeps changing—Attachmate
and WRQ have combined, Seagull has taken over SofTouch, NEON
recently acquired ClientSoft. Make sure you choose a company that will
still be in business by the time you finish your project!  

NaSPA member Trevor Eddolls is CEO of iTech-Ed, a UK-based company that
specializes in consultancy and writing about mainframes and networking.
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